Giant Destructive Sinonasal Polyposis
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INTRODUCTION

Nasal polyposis is a chronic, inflammatory disorder of mucous membranes of the nose and paranasal sinuses, presenting with soft, smooth, pedunculated, tumor-like masses in the nasal cavity. According to the data from the literature, the prevalence of nasal polyposis in general population is 1-4% [1, 2, 3], while the prevalence is much higher in persons with comorbidities such as asthma, aspirin intolerance or cystic fibrosis. In cases of allergic fungal rhinosinusitis, nasal polyposis can be seen in 66-100% of cases [4]. Etiopathogenesis of sinonasal polyposis yet remains unclear, but it has been shown that inflammation plays the major role in the development and progression of the disease [5-10]. The most common symptoms of nasal polyps include nasal obstruction, nasal secretion and hyposmia. Others signs and symptoms such as severe headaches and eyelid proptosis may suggest imminent complications, especially in patients with diabetes mellitus who are more susceptible to fungal infections. Furthermore, appearances of diplopia or VI cranial nerve paralysis are signs of intracranial irritation.

Although in general sinonasal polyposis does not belong to the group of life-threatening conditions, cases of eosinophilic pansinusitis with polyposis and destruction of bony walls of the middle and posterior cranial fossa have been described in the literature. Aspergilosis of sinuses can have a complicated clinical course with destruction of the skull base [11] and in some cases eosinophilic fungal sinusitis can cause destruction of frontal sinuses and compression of the dura of the middle cranial fossa in young adults [12].

We report a case of a massive, gigantic nasal polyposis with destruction of bony structures (medial and anterior walls of maxillary sinuses, anterior and posterior walls of frontal sinuses) in an adult patient who was successfully treated surgically. The Ethic Committee of the Clinical Centre of Serbia approved this case report.

CASE REPORT

A 46-year-old male patient was admitted at the Clinic due to nasal obstruction and impaired nasal breathing lasting for several years. Six months before admission, the patient noticed a left-sided edema of the face, diplopia and inability to feel odors. Physical examination of the patient revealed massive polypoid masses completely filling both nasal cavities (Figure 1). The patient had divergent strabismus. Computed tomography (CT) of the brain and paranasal sinuses showed an inhomogeneous soft-tissue mass, which completely filled both nasal passages, maxillary and frontal sinus on both sides, accompanied by destruction of bony walls, maxillary and frontal sinus on both sides, accompanied by destruction of bony walls, maxillary and frontal sinuses (Figure 2). The mass was in contact with the dura.

Routine laboratory and biochemistry analyses were within the normal range, except el-
evated total serum levels of IgE. Cutaneous PRICK test for standard inhalation allergens was negative. The tissue sample was obtained and histopathology analysis showed a polyp displaying combination of stromal edema and containing a mild infiltrate of eosinophils, plasma cells and lymphocytes. The surface epithelium was of the respiratory type, with areas of squamous metaplasia (Figure 3). Allergic mucus was observed with sporadic fungal hyphae.

After a thorough preoperative preparation, the patient was treated surgically by bicornoral approach. During surgery a defect of bony anterior wall of the frontal sinus was found measuring 10×10 mm on the right and 8×5 mm on the left side. Both frontal sinuses were filled with polyps, mucosa with chronic changes and with thick, mucous secretion. The defect of the posterior wall of the sinus was almost ¾ of the area, with no signs of lesion of the dura and cerebrospinal fluid leakage. Defect of both superior orbital walls was noted. Bilateral ethmoidectomy was also performed and polyps from ethmoidal cells and sphenoid sinus were removed. The maxillary sinus was accessed using Caldwell-Luc approach, and destruction of both anterior walls was observed. Medial walls were also completely missing. In the end, the polyps were removed from the nasal cavity and endoscopic examination was performed. Defect of the posterior wall of frontal sinus was reconstructed with a pericranial flap and sealed with Beriplast®, and the defect of orbital roof was reconstructed with aliphatic polyester urethane (Neuro-Patch®) and also sealed with fibrin sealant (Beriplast®). Repositioning of the anterior wall of the frontal sinus and its fixation was done with two titanium microplates.

Antibiotic and corticosteroid treatment was administered immediately after surgery. Moreover, antimycotic...
Clinicians must always maintain a high level of suspicion in patients with nasal polyps, because allergic fungal sinusitis is commonly seen in these patients and it usually exhibits recurrent and intractable course of the disease. It was reported that in 20% of patients with allergic fungal sinusitis the propagation of pathologic process in the paranasal sinuses and erosion of bony structures was observed [13].

In polyposis with squamous metaplasia, the destruction of bony walls is rarely seen. If such destruction is present, a potential malignancy should be excluded. The necrosis of bone may appear due to the compression of polypoid tissue and can cause serious morbidity such as seen in our patient. Use of radiotherapy in such cases is proved to be inefficient and there is always the risk of neoplastic proliferation. The standard in treating patients with this condition is surgery [11].

With the development of functional endoscopic sinus surgery (FESS), the indications for classical surgical procedures are much narrowed. Endoscopic frontal sinusotomy is used even in cases of refractory chronic sinusitis with erosion of the posterior wall of the frontal sinus [14] and there are cases of endoscopic sphenoidectomy with removal of extensive allergic mucus and destruction of the clivus and parasellar region reported in the literature [13]. In diagnostically challenging cases with fungal coinfection even today, the conventional surgery of sinuses is justified [11].

Reported relapse in cases of sinonasal polyposis after endoscopic surgery is even more than 60% [15, 16, 17], and patients with this condition may be an important group of patients in whom conventional surgery provides a better control of the disease over a prolonged period of time [15, 18]. Postoperative administration of systemic or topical antifungal treatment in these patients is still controversial, but it has been shown that oral corticosteroid drugs are justified in preventing immunological response of the host on residual fungi and to minimize the need for further surgical interventions [19, 20].

Due to the elevation of total serum levels of IgE and histopathologic confirmation of fungal infection, we decided to perform the classical surgical intervention with reconstruction of eroded bony walls. We also avoided the need for revision of surgical interventions, which are very common in patients with this condition.
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